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01 LinkedIn as a content platform -
the WHY before the HOW

● LinkedIn is a content platform for professionals.

● LinkedIn is the premier destination for finding and sharing professional content.

- 9 Billion of content impressions

- 15x more of content impressions than job postings

- 57% From mobile

● LinkedIn is now responsible for a staggering 64% of all visits from social media
channels to corporate websites.

● Who is on LinkedIn? 630M Professionals on LinkedIn

- 90 M Senior-level Influencers

- 63M Decision makers

- 40M Mass affluent

- 17M Opinion leaders

- 10M C-level execs

- 6M IT decision makers



- 3M MBA Graduates

● Only 1% to 2% of LinkedIn users are creating weekly content.

Eye on your content - Eye on your profile

02 How to create content that
actually works on LinkedIn
Where to start?

Formats:

● Short Posts:

- Less about sharing education or sharing information and more about starting
a conversation.

- Creates high engagement and reach.

- You can use these to ask questions, share a controversial thought or quote.

- Tip: you can repurpose a response from the comments to write more content.

● Use articles:

- Great for long educational content or opinion piece

- Up to 40,000 characters

- Great for SEO

- Looks professional and it makes it easier for people to share



● Long Posts:

- Great for educational and informative content

- Up to 1,300 characters

- Post cut-off: 210 characters or fewer (before clicking ‘See more’)

- Generate more engagement than articles

- Posts with a list or ‘how to’ perform the best

● Images,

- Useful to use with long posts, helps grab people’s attention

- Use bright colours to stand out when people are scrolling through their
newsfeed

- You can now use gifs - does it work for your audience?

- You can now tag people on pictures

● Presentations/Carousel:

- Looks very professional and it’s very visual

- Perfect for sharing data or telling a story through visuals

- Easy to create on Keynote (1080 to 1080 square size)

- Creates a lot of engagement

● Live Videos:

- Incredible for views!

- You need to have experience hosting live videos to register

- Create content to invite people to watch your Live Video (just like a webinar)

- Real time comments and engagement

● Videos:



- Best form of content for views

- Include subtitles (close caption) or use YouTube or Rev.com for SRT file

- Keep it short and tell a story

- Use the first few seconds to explain what the video is all about

- Light is very important

- Use graphics on your videos

● Events:

- You can use LinkedIn as an event platform

- People can see who else is attending

- Attendees can comment and interact with other delegates before event

- It creates visibility when you post, however the post itself is uninspiring

● LinkedIn Stories:

- Even more personal than your LinkedIn posts

- Reactive content - e.g. here I am in a meeting with…

- Still in testing phase, so unsure how successful it will be

Where to start?

● Create one form of long content.

● Repurpose this content using different formats around this topic every week.

● Use Juliana’s ‘hooks’ to generate more engagement.

Exercise: Find three posts that you could repurpose for
your business



03 Juliana’s Hooks and Hacks
How the LinkedIn algorithm works in 2020 and how to make
it work for you

Juliana’s Hooks

● Ask a question: What does the future of dog walking look like?

● Controversial topic: Dog walking should be illegal - here is why:

● Use data: 80% of people say taking their dog for a walk  is the best part of their day.
Do you agree?

● Relatable content: Since having a dog, I never felt lonely again…

● Lessons learnt: Today I went dog walking for the first time. Here are three lessons
I’ve learnt. OR From my 32 years of dog walking, here are three of my key
takeaways…

● Thought provoker: Why my dog is better than Elon Musk

● Team post: Proud of XYZ....

● Ego bait: Tagging influencers on a post and sharing why.

● Unique perspective: This is why I go dog running and not walking...

● How to: How to take your dog for a walk.

Exercise: Use one of the posts you found and create one
hook that you could use for yourself.



Juliana’s Hacks:

Don’t share links from an external platform.

● LinkedIn prioritises native content and will punish you for using content coming from
a different platform

● You can use LinkedIn to create any type of content

● E.g. don’t use a video on YouTube to create your post, upload the video straight into
LinkedIn

● However, if you really need to share a link….

The first 60 to 90 minutes

● On average your post will show to 20% of your network. However, the more
engagement you get, the more that percentage will increase.

● The first hour is the most important for your post as the more engagement you get,
the more LinkedIn will start pushing your post

● Once you publish a post, share it with your team and ask everyone to engage with it
as quickly as possible

● This also means that the post will become visible to their network as well, increasing
the visibility of your post even more

Comments, likes and shares - what’s the best option?

● ‘Comments’ is the most powerful form of engagement on LinkedIn right now

● The more comments you get, the more LinkedIn will continue to push your post

● End your post with a question, or ask for people’s opinions or thoughts to increase
the number of comments

● Use the right hashtags and you will make your post ‘trend’



#Hashtags

● Find the most popular hashtags within your industry

● Follow those hashtags

● Use up to 3 hashtags on your posts

● With high engagement in the first 60 minutes you can go trending

● Keep the # at the end of your content copy

Tag people/companies

● When you tag people/companies in your post, everyone from that person/company's
network will see the post they will tag in

● Don’t tag more than three people or company in one post

● Make sure you are connected with people you tag

● Let them know you will tag them before you do. We want them to engage with the
post within the first 60-minute!

Best time to post

● Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday morning

● It varies by country, however the above is based on the UK

LinkedIn Editors

● There are also humans looking at the content you write

● Keep your eye on what LinkedIn Editors are focusing on and your post might get
picked!



Frequency

● Opinions on this vary

● You don’t want to overpost - especially if your content is not generating engagement

● My recommendation is maximum 4 posts a week

● Don’t post twice in the same day

Company page

● As we start to increase visibility of your company, more people will start following the
company page

● Great for updates regarding ebooks, news, webinars, team updates etc.

Useful tools

● Shield App - Monitoring more that one account

● Buffer - Publish content for you

● Notion - Helps organise content ideas

● Rev.com - For subtitles

● Canva - If your not using a designer, this is a good alternative to quickly create
images and banners


